UNIT 10: Which Nicholas Cage (movie actor) best represents how you are feeling at the END of today’s Group Chat?

1. HAPPY
2. CAREFREE
3. RELAXED
4. EXCITED
5. FOCUSED
6. STRESSED
7. ANGRY
8. BEES!!
9. MEH

Image Description: A grid of 9 neck-up drawings of actor Nicolas Cage from movies like National Treasure and Ghost Rider.

- Nicolas Cage Image 1: Nicolas is wearing a tuxedo and smiling. The word “Happy” appears below him.
- Nicolas Cage Image 2: Nicolas has long hair and a beard, has his eyes closed, and is smiling. The word “Carefree” appears below him.
- Nicolas Cage Image 3: Nicolas has a mustache and shaggy hair, and he is smiling, wearing an open button-up shirt. The word “Relaxed” appears below him.
- Nicolas Cage Image 4: Nicolas has wide eyes and large smile on his face. The word “Excited” appears below him.
- Nicolas Cage Image 5: Nicolas is wearing sunglasses and has a neutral expression on his face. The word “Focused” appears below him.
- Nicolas Cage Image 6: Nicolas has wide eyes and appears frazzled. The word “Stressed” appears below him.
- Nicolas Cage Image 7: Nicolas is wearing a leather jacket and is yelling. The word “Angry” appears below him.
- Nicolas Cage Image 8: Nicolas has a basket-like object filled with bees over his head. He is yelling in pain and distress. The word “Bees!!!” appears below him.
- Nicolas Cage Image 9: Nicolas is frowning and seems unimpressed. The word “Meh” appears below him.